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Manoso Joven Blanco 12.5%
RIOJA ALAVESA, SPAIN
Mañoso, meaning skilfully handmade, offers
great quality classic Rioja style with a modern
twist. With aromas of peach, nectarine and
apricots. The palate is also packed full of
delicious stone fruit flavours, with a crisp yet
slightly creamy and expressive finish.
Food recommendations: This is an incredibly
versatile food wine.
Vegetarian, Vegan & Organically Grown

La Lisse Soie d’Ivoire
Chenin Blanc 12.5%
AUDE, FRANCE
La Lisse Soie d’Ivoire translates as
soft ivory silk which invokes the
attractive silkiness of the wine on
the palate. Gently citrussy and
herbal aromas lead to a densely
fruity, peachy palate with great
texture and a clean, lifted finish.
Food recommendations:
Wonderful with warmly spiced
dishes - Thai red curries and
aromatic rice, spicy mango salads or
even a fruity chicken tagine.

SPRING

Case:

Il Cascinone ‘Campo
Fiorito’ Chardonnay 14%
PIEMONTE, ITALY
This is a proper grown-up,
textural Chardonnay from the
Campo Fiorito vineyard, a 5
hectare north-east facing plot on
the stunning Il Cascinone estate.
A delicate nose of ripe stone fruit,
lightly honeyed with a hint of
creamy oak. The complex palate
is concentrated and well-balanced
with ripe peach characters, an
appealing mouthfeel and a fresh,
long finish with some savoury,
toasty notes.
Food recommendations: Match with
white meats in cream sauces, or
perhaps avocado salads.

Vegetarian and Vegan

The Myth of Motu Nui Sauvignon Blanc 12.5%
DO ACONCAGUA, CHILE

Vegetarian, Vegan & Sustainable

Montresor Custoza Bio [Organic] 12%
VENETO, ITALY

The wine is sourced from grapes equally shaped by the Pacific Ocean that grow
in the Aconcagua region’s coastal Leyda Valley, grapes that achieve a pungency
and aromatic profile redolent of New Zealand’s Marlborough region on the
other side of the Pacific Rim. Bright, aromatic and crisply textural. The Myth
of Motu Nui is a delightfully aromatic Sauvignon Blanc as rich as the myths that
inspire the name.
Food recommendations: Simple fish dishes dressed with lemon
or try with a goats cheese salad.

Part of Montresor’s new ‘Bio’ range of organic,
characterful and contemporary wines. Delicate
aromas of orchard fruit and spring flowers. The
savoury palate has ripe golden apple, apricot and
tangy citrus characters, alongside a bright, saline
acidity.
Food recommendations: Bruschetta, fish dishes
including sushi.

Vegetarian and Vegan

Vegetarian, Vegan Organic & Sustainable
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Domaine du Pré Baron,
Touraine Gamay 12.5%
LOIRE, FRANCE

Debajo Dry Farmed
Carignan 13.5%
D.O. VALLE CENTRAL, CHILE

This is a classic Gamay with
buckets of character. There
are concentrated aromas of
dusty raspberries and cherry
conserve supported by pleasant
lingering fine tannins. There’s
no oak content to this, just
vibrant, crunchy fruit.

Made from dry-farmed Carignan
grown in Curico’s coastal
mountains. Debajo means
‘beneath’ and refers to the vines’
struggle for water, digging their
roots through the cracks in the
dry earth to find water reserves
deep beneath the ground.
The wine is edgy, with good
acidity and tannins but also has
a lovely purity of blackberry and
mulberry fruit. It has a long, fresh
finish leaving you wanting more.

Food recommendations:
Charcuterie and grilled white
meats.

Food recommendations: Simple,
rustic, flavoursome cooking: slowcooked lamb stew, spicy bean
casserole or roasted red meat.

Sustainable
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Aliança Bairrada Reserva 13%
BAIRRADA, PORTUGAL
A fruity and characterful blend
of Portuguese indigenous
varieties, predominantly Baga,
which is a classic grape of the
Bairrada region. Intense berry
and baked fruit aromas with
spice and appealingly rustic
notes. Vibrant plum and black
cherry on the palate with
liquorice hints, robust tannins,
and finely poised acidity.
Food recommendations:
“From Touriga Nacional to
Trincadeira, the sweet buttery
flavour and texture of lamb is a thing
of beauty paired with a red of class,
poise, balance and subtle fragrance.”
Olly Smith - so drink with your
classic Sunday roast lamb!
Vegetarian and Vegan

Vegetarian and Vegan

Borsao Selección Tinto 15%
CAMPO DE BORJA, SPAIN
Rich, plum and red berry fruit
with a touch of spice on the
nose. Balanced yet concentrated
red fruit mingles with darker
spice and chocolate characters to
give weight and layers to the
palate. Plump ripe tannins
add grip to this classic style of
Garnacha.
“Possibly the single greatest dry red
wine value in the world, this is an
unbelievable wine ...”
- Robert Parker
Food recommendations:
A perfect accompaniment to
chicken dishes, paella or chorizo.

Food recommendations:
Try alongside hearty meat based
dishes.

Food recommendations:
Slightly chilled with pink duck, pink
lamb or carpaccio of beef, this is a
beautifully defined expression of
South Africa’s most achingly
fashionable varietal.

Vegetarian and Vegan

Montresor Corvina Bio 12.5%
VENETO, ITALY
Vibrant aromas of red berry fruits, with
floral notes and hints of tangerine zest.
The palate has fresh redcurrant and cherry
characters, bright acidity and light, supple
tannins.
Food recommendations: Great with pasta and
grilled meats.

Vegetarian, Vegan, Organic & Sustainable

£89.99 if collected
from the shop

£101.99 delivered anywhere
in mainland UK

DByrne&Co

Vegetarian and Vegan

Crushed for flavour not colour,
this 40 year old unirrigated bush
vine wine sucks only from the rocks
underground. Bright, expressive and
gently savoury on the nose. Along
with its blushing hue, the palate
rewards with fresh pomegranate
flavour and acidity, savoury gamey
notes, and a bright, beating heart of
cherry ripe fruit.

Vegetarian and Sustainable

Finca Flichman
‘Misterio’ Malbec 13.5%
MENDOZA, ARGENTINA
Sourced from the Barrancas
region in Mendoza where rocky,
well-draining soil and an altitude of
750 metres above sea level produce
a plush Malbec with juicy ripe
plum and cherry fruit and sweet
spice. Deep red in colour, with a
complex aroma of violets and black
plums. On the palate, rich flavours
of blackberries and tobacco leaves
are complemented by sweet tannins
and an elegant and complex finish.

Percheron Old Vine
Cinsault 14.5%
WESTERN CAPE, SOUTH AFRICA

free delivery within
a 30 mile radius

Victoria Brewery, Shawbridge Street, Clitheroe, Lancashire. BB7 1NA
01200 422281
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Château Maucoil Côtes du Rhône
Villages Blanc [Organic] 13%
RHÔNE, FRANCE

Food recommendations: A variety of poultry or cooked
fish.

A charming white from the southern Rhône.
“Delicious white peach, lemon curd, star fruit and
honeysuckle notes glide through atop racy acidity,
ending with lingering freshness. A kiss of brioche
at the end adds a flattering hint...”
- Wine Spectator 90 pts.
Vegetarian, Vegan, Organic & Sustainable
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THE CONNOISSEURS

Case:

Daschbosch Mossiesdrift Steen
BREEDEKLOOF, SOUTH AFRICA

Papagiannakos Assyrtiko 13%
ATTIKA, GREECE

Tabalí Barranco Viognier 14%
LIMARI VALLEY, CHILE

Fresh floral aromas of citrus, white
blossom, wild orange and lime.
Further citrus characters on the
textured, mineral palate with a
refreshing saline acidity. A zesty,
crisp and characterful white with
potential to age.

The nose is very elegant and subtly
scented with floral notes, dry white
fruits and spices, and has a slightly
mineral note in the background.
It is very elegant in the mouth,
creamy but very fresh at the same
time. An exquisite acidity is
induced by the cold nightly
mountain breezes.

Food recommendations:
Fish, white meat dishes and salad.

Food recommendations: Try
alongside Asian dishes such as
steamed seabass with ginger and
spring onion, or with white meats
such as chicken and pork.

Vegetarian and Vegan

Vegetarian and Vegan

Imperatori Malvasia Puntinata 12%
LAZIO, ITALY

13.5%

A fine example of old vine Chenin Blanc from a 58 year old vineyard in
Breedekloof. A stand out wine in the excellent Daschbosch range of ‘heritage’
wines, one of the region’s leading quality producers. With shades of lemon and
straw in the glass and earthly character of wet stone, hints of ripe citrus and spice
on the nose. Vibrant and concentrated with intense yet restrained fruit
balanced by taut acidity and notable length.
Food recommendations: Perfect with creamy chicken and seafood dishes.
Vegetarian, Vegan & Sustainable

Although closely related to the more commonly
found Malvasia di Candia, Malvasia Puntinata
is more highly acclaimed. It may be more high
maintenance, being extremely susceptible to all
manner of pests and diseases, but the Puntinata
is prized for its inherent racy acidity. A very classy
palate consists of delicate peach and apricot fruit
meandering gently between herbal and almond
notes. Exceptional value for money.

Food recommendations: Delicate fish and seafood dishes,
will work well alongside Asian inspired cuisine.
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Cline Cellars
Cabernet Sauvignon 14.5%
SONOMA, USA

Sa Raja Cannonau
di Sardegna 13%
SARDEGNA, ITALY

Château Oumsiyat Merlot 15%
MOUNT LEBANON,
LEBANON

Bodega Garzón Estate,
Cabernet Franc/Tannat 14%
MALDONADO, URUGUAY

Cline Cabernet Sauvignon is a
unique blend of Sonoma County
and Contra Costa County fruit.
Aromas of blackberry and toast
on the nose. Rich flavours follow,
with blackberry currant and notes
of olives, herbs and toasty oak.

A fine, perfumed style of Cannonau
(Grenache) from a single vineyard
in Romangia in northwest
Sardinia, an area where the island’s
most widely planted red grape
thrives. Perfumed redcurrant and
bramble aromas combined with
brown spice and warm, earthy notes.
Bright and fleshy on the palate with
juicy red berry and forest fruits
balanced by gentle tannins and fresh
acidity. A supple, elegant style with
fine tannins, bright acidity and a
delicate savoury finish.

This is a lovely style of Merlot,
with typical black plum flavours
enhanced by chocolate and vanilla
and a smooth, fruit forward finish.

Bodega Garzón is a family owned
winery in Maldonado on the
Atlantic coast in southern Uruguay.
In November 2018, their
pioneering status was recognised
by Wine Enthusiast with the ‘New
World Winery of the Year’ award.
This vibrant blend is packed with
aromas redolent of ripe plums,
sweet spices and hints of green
pepper. Fresh and round on the
palate, this is a very pleasant,
food-friendly wine.

Food recommendations: Pair this
wine with full-bodied foods such
as a grilled steak or portobello
mushroom.

Food recommendations:
Anything Middle Eastern seems
like a no-brainer.

Food recommendations:
Works fantastically with a fattier
cuts of beef (especially if cooked
on the BBQ) or a charcuterie
board.

Food recommendations: Perfect
with pasta served with a lamb ragù.

Vegetarian, Vegan & Sustainable
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Messmer Made in Pfalz
Spätburgunder Trocken 12.5%
PFALZ, GERMANY

Barão da Várzea do Douro,
Reserva Tinto 14%
DOURO, PORTUGAL

Domaine des Morties Pic
Saint Loup Rouge 14%
LANGUEDOC, FRANCE

Appealing and well-priced
German Pinot Noir with plenty
of varietal character. Aromas of
bright strawberry fruit. Fresh and
juicy red berry characters on the
palate with savoury and spice notes,
all backed by supple tannins.

A classic red Douro blend - ripe
and characterful. Complex
aromas of red berry, bramble
fruit and a touch of spice. The
palate has blackberry and plum
notes balanced by some savoury
characters, bright acidity, a hint of
pepper and ripe tannins.

Subtlety, layers, texture, build and ‘feel’ are
a tough write up on paper but Domaine des
Morties produce wonderfully orchestrated
wines, every element is carefully thought
through to produce wines with
unmistakable quality and class. This is
spicy, peppery and youthful with plenty of
garrigue notes.

Food recommendations:
Drink with crispy duck pancakes or
char siu pork dishes.

Vegetarian and Vegan

Vegetarian and Vegan
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Food recommendations: Steak with a pepper crust.

Food recommendations:
Roast lamb and pork - perhaps a
classic Portuguese bean and rice
dish.

Vegetarian, Organic, Sustainable & Biodynamic

£152 if collected
from the shop

£164 delivered anywhere in
mainland UK

DByrne&Co

Sustainable

free delivery within
a 30 mile radius

Victoria Brewery, Shawbridge Street, Clitheroe, Lancashire. BB7 1NA
01200 422281
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NEW ZEALAND
SAUVIGNON
blanc
alternatives

A combination of bad weather, labour shortages and rising shipping costs have played havoc
with the supply of New Zealand wines - particularly Sauvignon Blanc. Due to two seasons of
low grape yields (the crop this year was down around 20%) and export issues exacerbated by
the pandemic, the New Zealand wine industry is, unfortunately, currently struggling to keep
up with their steadily rising demand, and, as a result we are noticing it here on the shelves of
D. Byrne & Co, with little New Zealand Sauvignon to be had, and rising prices of any stock
that does arrive to us.
New Zealand Sauvignon Blanc is notoriously hard to replicate - its
aromatic intensity, gooseberry and tropical fruit characters with a herbaceous twist are
entirely unique to the countries terroir, however, we, here at D. Byrne & Co have scoured the
globe to try and offer you the very best alternatives. Not only are these wines delicious in their
own right, but, they should appease even the most hardened of Kiwi purists.

£5.99
Aquiline Sauvignon Blanc 11.5%
WESTERN CAPE, SOUTH AFRICA
Vibrant Western Cape Sauvignon with zesty, lightly tropical fruit
characters balanced by crisp, green apple acidity. Exceptional value. Fresh
lime citrus nose, with ripe stonefruit and tropical notes and hint lemon
grass. Green apple and ripe citrus characters on the palate with cleansing
acidity and a nice streak of minerality on the finish.
Vegetarian, & Vegan
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£9.59
Bottega Vinai Trentino Sauvignon Blanc 12.5%
TRENTINO, ITALY

£7.99
Peacock Wild Ferment Sauvignon Blanc 13%
STELLENBOSCH, SOUTH AFRICA
The grapes for Peacock Wild Ferment Sauvignon
Blanc are sourced from the coolest, most coastal area
of Stellenbosch: The Schapenberg. In this cooler and
more windswept area the variety produces lower yields
and has a longer ripening time, ensuring balanced
flavours, fine poise and a long finish. A crisp, yet
elegant wine with grapefruit and lemon flavours. The
mineral core lifts the concentrated fruit on the palate.
A ripe, yet restrained and taut style of Sauvignon.

A fine, distinctly varietal style of Sauvignon Blanc, a selection from
Cavit’s best plantings of the variety in the cool Valle dei Laghi. Refined
varietal characters on the nose with nettle, elderflower, tropical fruit and
lemon zest. Palate is ripe and juicy with crisp citrus acidity and white
peach notes, an attractive texture and depth, and a gently floral finish.
Vegetarian & Vegan

£8.59
Cave de l’Ormarine, Duc de Morny,
Picpoul de Pinet 13%
LANGUEDOC, FRANCE
Gently perfumed, ripe melon fruit and fresh citrus on the nose. The
palate is ripe but retains excellent freshness, balanced by a touch of white
pepper spice that is very typical of its grape variety. Deliciously long, the
finish shows bright fruit and a clean, saline/mineral edge.

Vegetarian, Vegan & Sustainable

Sustainable
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£10.99

£7.99
The Myth of Motu Nui Sauvignon Blanc 12.5%
DO ACONCAGUA, CHILE
The wine is sourced from grapes equally shaped by
the Pacific Ocean that grow in the Aconcagua region’s
coastal Leyda Valley, grapes that achieve a
pungency and aromatic profile redolent of New
Zealand’s Marlborough region on the other side of the
Pacific Rim. Bright, aromatic and crisply textural. The
Myth of Motu Nui is a delightfully aromatic Sauvignon
Blanc as rich as the myths that inspire the name.
Vegetarian & Vegan

Circumstance Sauvignon Blanc 13.5%
STELLENBOSCH, SOUTH AFRICA
Crushed laurel on the nose along with lime and gooseberries and a lightly
salty tang. This is a ripe and textured style of Sauvignon, with good
concentration of citrus and stone fruit characters and fennel hints – it is
rich and minerally, showing even a slight rocky quality about it. As
bracing as the wind through the vines at Waterkloof.
Vegetarian, Vegan & Sustainable

£9.59
Novas Gran Reserva Sauvignon Blanc 12.5%
CASABLANCA, CHILE
Characterful Sauvignon Blanc showcasing regional identity of San
Antonio with wonderful aromatics. Greenish-yellow in colour and
expressive on the nose. Vibrant aromas of grapefruit and gooseberries
combine with notes of green chilli, nettle and tomato leaf. The palate
shows lovely zingy fruit with a nice silky texture and long
concentrated finish.
Vegetarian, Vegan, Organic & Sustainable
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£7.99

New

Diez Siglos Rueda Sauvignon Blanc 13%
RUEDA, SPAIN
An expressive single vineyard Sauvignon Blanc from Rueda.
Pronounced varietal aromas of nettle and capsicum
balanced by notes of tropical fruit. The palate is vibrant
with juicy grapefruit acidity, herbaceous characters and good
length.
Vegetarian & Vegan

£7.99
Diez Siglos Verdejo Ecológico 13%
RUEDA, SPAIN
A delightful fresh, zesty and characterful Organic Veredjo
from the north of Rueda. Fresh citrus and herbaceous
characters on the nose. The palate has ripe stone fruit and
an appealing texture. The finish is bright with crisp and
zesty lime acidity.
Vegetarian, Vegan, Organic & Sustainable
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£6.99
Silver Myn Sauvignon Blanc 13.5%
STELLENBOSCH, SOUTH AFRICA
Light yellow in colour with hints of lime green, the nose shows
wonderful aromas of greener tropical fruit such as green melon, kiwi fruit
and guava. This is a bright, zesty wine with youthful acidity leading to a
multi-layered palate showing distinct mineral and fresh lime flavours on
the finish.

SIMPSONS
Kent, England

Vegetarian & Sustainable

£8.99
Domaine de Joy ‘La Vie en Joy’ Sauvignon
Blanc/Gros Manseng 12.5%
COTES DE GASCOGNE, FRANCE
La Vie en Joy is a wonderfully aromatic wine, with hints of lemon
surrounding a core of peach, apricot and pineapple. Savoury and rich,
with a lovely balancing freshness and a touch of honey on the finish.
Vegetarian & Vegan

Charles and Ruth Simpson have been making award-winning wines in the
South of France since 2002. In 2012, attracted by the quality of the terroir
and the opportunity to become part of one of the most dynamic wine
producing regions in the world, they brought their expertise back to the UK,
establishing Simpsons Wine Estate.
Aspiring to produce the finest quality English wine, they planted 30 hectares
of vineyards on the iconic chalk terroir of the North Downs and built a stateof-the-art gravity fed winery. In 2016, the Simpsons saw their first harvest.
With a strong focus on provenance, they produce a highly-acclaimed range
of exclusively estate-grown still and sparkling wines, including the
Chalklands Classic Cuvée 2016, which won a gold medal in the 2019
Champagne & Sparkling Wine World Championships.

£15.99

New

£12.99

New

£19.99

New

£19.99

New

‘Derringstone’, Pinot Meunier Rosé 12%
KENT, ENGLAND

‘Gravel Castle’, Chardonnay 12.5%
KENT, ENGLAND

‘Roman Road’, Chardonnay 13%
KENT, ENGLAND

‘Rabbit Hole’ Pinot Noir 12.5%
KENT, ENGLAND

Created from exclusively estate grown and hand
picked Pinot Meunier grapes, this intriguing and
truly unique ‘blanc de noirs’ was carefully vinified as
a white wine. This unique, still, Pinot Meunier has a
delicate rose gold hue and displays sweet and savoury
aromas of poached winter fruit with balsamic nuances
and a delicious creamy texture. This is the third
release of this hugely gastronomic wine, so coveted by
Sommeliers.

When Ruth and Charles Simpson established
Simpsons’ Wine Estate in 2012, their focus was firmly
on creating quality English Sparkling Wines. Yet, when
presented with the heady harvest of 2018 with
bountiful flavour-rich fruit, it seemed like the perfect
opportunity to venture into a range of English still
wines. The portfolio received much acclaim and the
Gravel Castle Chardonnay was held in high regard for
its fresh fruit, appealing texture and refreshing
crispness. It’s a zesty, fruit-driven and unoaked
Chardonnay displaying fresh, citrus aromas, refreshing
tropical fruit flavours and a smooth, textured palate.

This is the fifth vintage of The Roman Road
Chardonnay to be released from the Estate. Exuding a true sense of place, Roman Road Chardonnay
is elegant and pure, with a distinctive mineral quality
that you would expect from fruit grown on the iconic
chalk soils of the North Downs. With complex layers
of tropical and citrus fruit, subtle butterscotch and
flint aromas leading to a palate with ripe, fruit intensity
balanced by elegant minerality, fresh citrus notes and
touches of cedar.

Exuding a true sense of place, the Rabbit Hole Pinot
Noir is created from estate-grown, low-yielding
Burgundian clone 115, specifically selected for its
maturity and concentration. It’s a purple-hued wine
displaying dark cherry and smoky oak aromas, with
hints of mocha. The elegant tannins are
complimented by tangy, black fruit flavours and
undertones of freshly ground coffee.

Vegetarian & Vegan

Vegetarian & Vegan

Vegetarian & Vegan

Vegetarian & Vegan
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£11.59

* usually £13.29

DOMAINE J.LAURENS, BLANQUETTE DE
LIMOUX ‘LE MOULIN’ NV 12%
Known as ‘blanquette’ for the fine white coating which forms on its leaves, the Mauzac grape
of the Blanquette appellation is the traditional variety of the Limoux, With a
characteristic appley flavour it achieves naturally high acidity - essential for high quality
sparkling wine. The méthode traditionnelle is said to have been discovered in Limoux and
this is exceptionally good sparkling wine from the (arguably) original home of this style of
fizz.
This bone-dry blanquette has a tight and finely textured mousse. It shows great typicity
with apple blossoms and honey on the nose with a bright, crisp and delicately nutty palate.
Food recommendations: A fantastic (and more pocket friendly)
alternative to Champagne and perfect for any special meal or occasion.
Sustainable
16
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£7.39

* usually £7.99

PALLADIANO DURELLO SPUMANTE BRUT NV 11.5%
A crisp, zesty fizz from the local Durello grape grown in the foothills
of Monte Lessini. The sparkling wine of choice in Verona’s bars and
restaurants.
Citrus and gently floral aromas lead to a very fresh and zippy palate
with crisp green apple and lightly honeyed characters. A refreshing
and
approachable style of fizz - yet with texture and depth underlying the
bright fruit.
Food recommendations: Serve with antipasti of cold meats and mature
cheeses or Veneto-style risotto.

Vegetarian & Vegan

£8.99

GRAN GESTA BRUT CAVA 11.5%
Made with a blend of Xarel lo, Macabeo and Parellada grapes, this cava is pale-yellow
in colour with golden hues. There is a good release of small bubbles that end up forming a
cheerful crown of mousse.
This gives a very elegant first impression, with fruity notes, and typical nuances of aging in
the bottle. In the mouth it is nicely fresh, fruity and complex with good acidity and
persistence. This is a balanced and harmonious cava.
Food recommendations: Ideal as an aperitif and to accompany rice, fish
and seafood dishes - also good with braised white and red meat.

18
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£8.99

GRAN GESTA CAVA BRUT ROSE RESERVA

11.5%

This rose cava made from 100% Trepat is lively and bright with an
intense pink hue.
This is pleasant and powerful, followed by aromas reminiscent of red
berries.
It is clean and sweet on the palate, with a good, long-lasting finish.
Balanced, full of flavour, and very fruity
Food recommendations: For its characteristics, this Rose Reserva can
be served as aperitif or alongside dessert. And can, also, accompany
mild cheeses and rice.

Spotted in Decanter
It appears a number of wines we stock were featured in Decanter magazine last month,
from Rioja and Rueda to New Zealand Pinots to the Rhone. The judges over at
Decanter tasted a large selection from each category, before compiling a list of their
stand outs:

Cave de Tain St Peray Blanc ‘Fleur
du Roc’ 2018 13%
RRP £32.95-£33.95 Our Price: £23.29
Interesting white Rhône produced from selected plots of old vine
Marsanne. The palate is rich, quite vinous with ripe stone fruit flavours and
a soft mineral, saline edge that is typical of the appellation. Complex and
long finish.

20

Their thoughts: “Orange blossom with subtle honeycomb edging. Medium to fullbodied for the vintage, this has lovely sappy acidity running through it. A
consistently very good cuvée from Cave de Tain, it’s a little oakier than usual
perhaps, but has intensity, length and definition. Drink 2022-2024.” Awarded 92
points and ‘Top Value’.

Queirón Mi Lugar Vino de Quel,
Rioja 2018 14%
RRP £22-£25.99 Our Price: £20.59
Rigorous selection of only the best fruit from high altitude vineyards, and
from Bodegas Ontañón’s new winery in the centre of Quel, has produced
one of the new Rioja classifications: a ‘Vino de Pueblo’, which can only be
produced from family-owned vineyards within a named village. Pronounced
aromas of ripe black fruit and blueberries, backed by spice, mocha, fig and
balsamic notes. The palate is generous with complex bramble and plum fruit
characters, well-integrated oak and bright acidity. Structured yet elegant.

Their thoughts: “Smoky nose with notes of red pepper, plum compote, dark chocolate
and spices. This has a serious structure. Drink 2022-2032.” Highly recommended

Valenciso Cemento Rioja 2018 14%
RRP £17.95-£20.95 Our Price: £17.99
Complex and finely structured 100% Tempranillo Rioja, vinified and
matured entirely in concrete. Aromas of dark bramble fruits. The palate is
complex with wild blackberry and plum characters, hints of black pepper,
elegant and rounded with fine tannins. The finish is long with balanced
acidity.

Their thoughts: “Lovely nose showing purity of fruit; blueberry, red berries, blackberries and mocha. Elegant and subtle with polished tannins and a savoury finish. Drink
2022-2032.” Highly recommended 90-94 pts

21

Queirón Reserva Viñedos
Familiares 2011 13.5%

RRP :£30-36.99 Our Price: £29.59
Introducing a wine that has been ten years in the
making for Gabriel Pérez Cuevas - celebrating
Ontañón’s new winery in the centre of Quel and the
family’s long heritage in this area. Pronounced
aromas of ripe black fruits, coffee, fig, brown spice
and toasty oak. Rich and structured on the palate
with berry compote, forest fruits, spice, oak and
balsamic notes. The generous mouthfeel is balanced
by fine tannins and juicy acidity on the long finish.

Their thoughts: “Savoury nose of leather and tobacco.
Creamy and polished, quite classic, with a spicy note on
the finish. Drink 2022-2032.” Highly recommended 9094 points.

Diez Siglos Rueda Verdejo
2020 13%

LMT Wines, Malasombra
Graciano 2017 14%

RRP: £19 Our Price: £16.99
A big fruit driven style of Rioja, maximising the red
and black fruit capabilities of Graciano. The
palate has a razor sharp acidity but thanks to the
time spent in barrel the mouthfeel is generous and
ever so slightly rustic.

Their thoughts: “Bold, expressive cedary aromas with
notes of prunes, dried fruits and sweet spices. Rich and
expressive on the palate with a balsamic finish. Drink
2022-2032.”

bodegas naia, Naia
Verdejo 2020 13%

RRP: £12.50-£14.50 Our Price:
£10.99

Intense aromas of ripe citrus and herbaceous notes.
Full-flavoured and fresh on the palate with tropical
flavours, lemon zest and green herbs. Bright and
clean with a long finish.

Classic Verdejo at its very best - from Rueda’s La
Seca vineyards. Ripe stone fruit aromas with
lightly savoury, herbal notes. The palate has
flavours of ripe citrus, fresh nectarine and peach.
Textural with a subtle bitter twist on the bright and
long finish.

Their thoughts: “An expressive nose of lime, green herbs
and honeyed citrus. The palate is rich and smooth, with a
vibrant, racy acidity. Drink 2022-2024.”

Their thoughts: “Bay leaf and grapefruit notes with floral and peach notes. Citrussy on the palate with a long
saline finish. Drink 2022-2024.”

RRP: £8.75-£10 Our Price: £7.69

Zuccardi, valles bonarda
2018 13%

RRP: £15.49 Our Price: £11.59
This Bonarda has a delicious bouquet of fresh dark
cherries, crème de cassis and exuberant blackberry
fruit notes. Best enjoyed alongside roast beef,
vegetable lasagne or with casseroles/stews.

Their thoughts: “Aromas of black cherry and blueberry
edged in florals. The palate shows high altitude freshness
of blackberry, raspberry, spice, along with a fresh mineral
undertow and integrated tannins. Spice and
blackcurrant fruit pastilles on the finish. A versatile food
wine.” Awarded 90 points.

wooing tree pinot noir , central
otago 2019 13.5%
RRP: £32.95-33.95 Our Price: £27.99
The Wooing Tree’s motto is ‘Pinot with Passion’; this award-winning
wine from their vineyards in Central Otago certainly lives up to
expectations. Ripe hand picked fruit, gentle winemaking and
maturation in French oak have resulted in a complex and powerful
wine, with aromas of dark cherry and chocolate, with a rich and silky
smooth palate and a long spicy finish.

Their thoughts: “Aromatic intensity, dark cherry, spice and a mocha lift.
Complex with bright red fruits, ripe tannins and appetising finish,”
Awarded 95 points.

daniel ramos, Kπ REAL 13.5%
RRP: £27 Our Price: £16.59
Daniel makes this wine in a very traditional manner, with hand
harvesting from 90 year old vines, 6 months skin maceration in tinajas
(clay amphora) including 4 months under flor, no fining or filtration,
and no added sulphites. Concentrated flavours, weight and texture on
the palate. Kept super fresh by amazing acidity and saline minerality.

Their thoughts: “Six months’ maceration on the skins in clay tinajas
(amphorae) brings out all the bitter herb and quince complexity as well as
the tongue-teasing, food-matching textural interest of Albillo grapes harvested
from 90 year old vines in the Gredos mountains. There’s a lot going on here,
but there’s no sense of hard work: it’s bright, alive, really distinctive. Drink
2022-2025.” Awarded 94 points.
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chateau tirecul la graviere, les
pins monbazillac 2020 12.5%
RRP: £14.50 Our Price: £11.59

battle of bosworth puritan shiraz ,
mclaren vale 14.5%
RRP £15.99 Our Price: £13.59

Robert Parker compared the sweet wines of Tirecul as the most
notable sweet wines from anywhere in the world. Les Pins de Tirecul
La Gravière Monbazillac organic wine could be labelled as Sélection
de Grains Nobles but they aren’t always aged for the minimum 18
months before release. With 140g/l residual sugar the finish is much
drier due to the fabulous acidity (a recurring theme in these wines).
Pineapple fruit with bright, fine acidity

One of the most exciting producers from the McLaren Vale, owing
its fame to a series of outstanding single-vineyard wines made from
estate-grown, organic fruit. Bright red and dark fruits on the nose, as
well as damsons, chocolate and blueberries on the palate wrapped up
with fine grained subtle tannins.

Their thoughts: “Muscadelle is Tirecul’s speciality accounting for 40% of its
plantings. les Pins is the entry-level sweet wine from younger vines with less
botrytis than the Cuvee Madame, but it still shows classic botrytis notes of
orange peel and mushroom on the nose and palate, with purity of tropical/
citrus fruit and cleansing acidity to finish. Deftly treads the fine line between
sweetness and freshness. Excellent Value. Drink 2022-2025.” Awarded 92
points.

Their thoughts: “Unoaked and made to drink young to appreciate the old-vine
fruit purity, this is almost like a ruby Port with (a bit) less alcohol and lots of
juicy raspberry, blueberry and milk chocolate. Fans of big, rich, sweetly fruited
reds will love this.” Awarded 92 points.

£15.29

* usually £15.99

2015 Le Haut-Médoc de Haut-Bages Libéral 13%
BORDEAUX, FRANCE
Fine, elegant claret and a great introduction to the wines of this 5th Grand
Cru Classé estate in Pauillac. The style is fresh and elegant, more subtle than
you might expect for such a warm year with fine, linear fruit and supple
tannins.
Food recommendations: Great with red meats served with fruity sauces. If
you’re feeling retro, try roast duck with cherries.
Sustainable

* usually £9.29

£7.99

2014 Château Baron Bellevue, Côtes de Bourg 13%
BORDEAUX, FRANCE
Classic Bourg: characterful ripe fruit, warm spice and very approachable.
Mainly Merlot, this is typically ripe and spicy with wild bramble flavours,
tasty tannins and a lovely gutsy character. Smooth and approachable, this is
drinking very well now and should suit most palates.
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Food recommendations: Claret and roast lamb go perfectly; chops cooked
pink on the BBQ with rosemary or roasted with a herby sauce. Also good
with farmhouse Cheddar.

Pretty in pink
These fantastic Roses will have you dreaming of warmer days to come.

£7.59

* usually £8.99

2020 Boutinot ‘Les Cerisiers’, Côtes du Rhône Rosé 13%
RHÔNE, FRANCE
A classic salmon pink rosé with delicate perfumed aromas of rosehip
syrup, wild berry blossoms and cherries on the nose. Full flavoured, ripe
and beautifully balanced with acidity, there’s elegant, textured, berry
fruit on the palate with a twist of raspberry freshness to lift the finish.
Deliciously balanced and moreish.
Food recommendations: As with rosé from neighbouring Provence, Les
Cerisiers should not be seen only as a delicious apéritif but a match for
light dishes - a simple charcuterie plate or grilled salmon and prawns. It
also pairs well with more complex dishes; Bouillabaisse, the classic southern French fish stew, or even Red Thai Chicken Curry.
Vegetarian & Vegan

£6.99

£16.29

* usually £18.59

2020 La Collection by Maison Boutinot, Côtes
de Thau Rosé (magnum) 12.5%
LANGUEDOC, FRANCE
A great house rosé with plenty of character and finesse, from the
French coast south-west of Montpellier. A perfect size for sharing
(responsibly)! This luscious and textural blend is very much a food
wine; rich currant flavours provided by Grenache and tangy raspberry
from Cinsault before a dry and fresh finish.
Food recommendations: Pasta dishes, barbecues and grilled chicken
salads. This wine was made for sharing!
Vegetarian & Vegan

* usually £7.59

2020 La Lisse Soie d’Ivoire Chenin Blanc 12.5%
AUDE, FRANCE
Soft, ivory silk” by name, this Chenin Blanc from the South of France is silky
on the palate too. Gently citrussy and herbal aromas lead to a densely fruity,
peachy palate with great texture and a clean, lifted finish.
Food recommendations: Wonderful with warmly spiced dishes - Thai red
curries and aromatic rice, spicy mango salads or even a fruity chicken tagine.
Vegetarian & Vegan

Domaine Treloar
Domaine Treloar is a 10 hectare estate, established in
2006 in the Roussillon by Jonathan Hesford and Rachel
Treloar, after studying and working as a winemaker at
Neudorf Vineyards in New Zealand.
Their wines are produced exclusively from the grapes
grown in their own ecologically-managed vineyards.
Every bunch is picked and sorted by hand. The
winemaking avoids modification or manipulation. No
additions are made to the fruit, most of the ferments use
wild yeast and fining agents are used only when absolutely
necessary, as are sulphites.
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Domaine Treloar are one of Jancis Robinson’s
favourite producers in the Languedoc-Roussillon, with
several of their wines being in her top 10. In 2018 The
Wine Advocate (Robert Parker) rated six of their wines
91-92 points. Furthermore, they have been chosen as the
Coup de Coeur of the Roussillon by Revue du Vin de
France and regularly have wines featured in their annual
top 5 of the region.

£14.99

La Terre Promise, Vin de Pays
des Cotes Catalanes
(60% Grenache gris, 30% Macabeu, 10%
Carignan blanc)
Complex aromas of river-stones, pear, wax and
toast. Elegant palate with flavours of quince and
citrus fruits with a savoury, spicy finish. Great with
Mediterranean fish dishes. Considered one of the
best white wines in the Roussillon. Aging potential
2-10 years.

£11.99

One Block (Grenache), AOC
Cotes du Roussillon
(80% Grenache noir, 20% Lledoner Pelut)
Nicely structured, spicy red wine. Red fruits and
chocolate cake on the nose. Flavours of ripe berries
with hints of liquorice and toffee. Silky, tasty
tannins. Perfect for lamb chops. Ageing potential
5-8 years.

£11.99

Three Peaks, AOC Cotes du
Roussillon
(Syrah 50%, Mourvedre 30%, Grenache 20%)
Rich and spicy with flavours of forest fruits and a
hint of leather. Nice earthy minerality and wellbalanced structure. Ageing potential 6-10 years.
Great with grilled meats and stews.

£11.99

Daltonien, IGP Cotes Catalanes
(50% Muscat Petits Grains, 50% Muscat d’
Alexandrie)
Dry white wine. Blended from two vineyards of
Muscat. The Muscat d’Alexandrie was fermented
on skins for 6 days to extract flavour and texture.
It then finished its ferment and was aged in barrel.
The Petits Grains was fermented, aged and stirred
on lees in tank. Serve lightly chilled. Drink within
1-5 years.

£9.99

Le Ciel Vide, AOC Cotes du
Roussillon
(50% Syrah, 10% Grenache, 40% Mourvedre)
Ripe red fruits and undergrowth on the nose.
Flavours of dark berries with hints of Caribbean
spice and beef stock. Great accompaniment for
barbecues and tapas. Ages nicely up to 6 years.

£13.99

Le Rescape, IGP Cotes Catalanes
(100% Carignan)
Fermented with partial carbonic maceration to
create a refreshing, fruity red wine with delicate
tannins. It is also aged for 6 months in old barrels
to give complexity and length.
Serve slightly chilled, it has attractive soft red fruits
on the nose and a complex palate.
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£9.99
Muscat de Rivesaltes, Vin Doux Naturel AOC
(Muscat a Petits Grains 100%)
Sweet white fortified wine. Intense floral (jasmine) aroma with a hint of ginger and peach. Flavours of
apricots and dried fruits with a dense, but not cloying, feel. Drink as an aperitif, alone or with pate and
blue cheeses. Alternatively with desserts and chocolates. Serve chilled. Can also be aged for decades.

£19.59
Tahi , AOC Cotes du Roussillon
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(Syrah 50%, Mourvedre 30%, Grenache 20%)
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Rich and complex. Roast coffee and dark fruits on nose. Palate is concentrated but with beautiful
balance. Noticeable wild berry fruit, good tannin structure and great length. A wine which works well with
many dishes such as simple grilled steak, roast lamb and cheese. Ageing potential 10+ years.

£12.99
Le Secret , AOC Cotes du Roussillon
(Syrah 80%, Mourvedre 10%, Grenache 10%)
Rich and toasty with intense aromas and flavour of blackberries and toffee. The finish has a nice meaty
character. Perfect with Steak and chips. Ageing potential 10 years. (This wine is only made in certain
vintages.)

Chat eau l’Ermit e D’Auzan

£9.99
One Block Muscat, IGP Cotes Catalanes

Rhône, France

(100% Muscat Petits Grains)
Dry white wine. Fermented in stainless steel at cool temperatures. Aged and stirred on lees in tank for 6
months. Subtle elderflower aroma with a hint of citrus fruit. Lime and peach flavours with good density
and length. Serve lightly chilled. Goes particularly well with green vegetables, seafood and fresh goats
cheese. Drink within 2-5 years.

£14.99
Motus, AOC Cotes du Roussillon
(Mourvedre 80%, Syrah 10%, Grenache 10%)
Complex, almost animal aroma of stewed fruit, leather, roast coffee and mixed spice. Palate is an interesting combination of dark fruits, spicy tannins and an earthy minerality. A wine-lovers wine. Ageing
potential 8-15 years. We suggest duck breast in a wine and chocolate sauce.

The estate was founded in the 11th Century by the hermits of Sainte Cécile d’Estagel
Abbaye and it made wine for pilgrims en route to Santiago de Compostella. The estate
encompasses 80 hectares of sunny, south-facing vineyards planted on sandstone soils
and benefitting from Mediterranean breezes that cool the vines in the summer. The
winemaker, Jérôme Castillon restricts the use of oak influence as much as possible and
new oak is not used.
Château L’Ermite d’Auzan works hard to minimise its impact upon the environment
and has been certified by Terra Vitis for its efforts. The 80ha estate has been farming
organically for quite some time, and received official organic certification in 2020.

£7.99

* usually £8.99

2020 Château L’Ermite d’Auzan Rouge,
Costières de Nîmes [Organic] 14%
Spicy, characterful, southern red from vineyards in conversion to organic.
Intense, bright and ripe raspberry Grenache fruit balanced by peppery, savoury
characters from the Syrah and Mourvèdre. Generous but properly balanced and
underpinned with smooth, ripe tannins.

Food recommendations: Côte de Boeuf, lamb cutlets with rosemary, dishes with
a touch of chilli spice, mature hard cheeses.
Vegetarian, Vegan, Organic & Sustainable

£7.99

* usually £8.99

2020 Château L’Ermite d’Auzan Blanc,
Costières de Nîmes [Organic] 13%
A really well-made, organic southern French white. Gently aromatic on the
nose with a stony, flinty quality on the palate along with hints of ripe nectarine,
beautifully balanced and satisfying with a refreshing pithy finish. Bouncy and
modern but very much of its place.
Food recommendations: A lovely apéritif but also matches well with asparagus,
grilled fish and chicken in a creamy sauce.
Vegetarian, Vegan, Organic & Sustainable

£9.29

* usually £10.59

2020 Castel del Lupo Pinot Nero ‘Della
Quercia’ [Organic] 14%
LOMBARDIA, ITALY
This characterful Pinot captures all the vigour and character of the
small plot of organically-grown 15 year old vines in the La
Quercia vineyard where it is sourced. A Pinot Noir with real soul
and expression. Warm, black-fruited, spicy and complex aromas.
The ripe wild plum and bramble fruit is offset by lively acidity and
firm, youthful tannins. Excellent concentration and structure with
a long and spicy finish.
Vegetarian, Vegan, Organic & Sustainable

£6.29

* usually £6.99

2020 La Bacca Nerello Mascalese, IGT Terre
Siciliane 13.5%
SICILIA, ITALY
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Nerello Mascalese is generally regarded as Sicily’s finest red variety,
and is responsible for many of its top wines, from Etna in particular.
This is a great introduction to the grape - a vibrant, youthful red
with bags of cherry fruit (hence the label) in a juicier, less
structured style than most Sicilian reds. Bright aromas of
redcurrants and cherry. The palate is soft and juicy with ripe plum,
red berry and cherry flavours, gentle tannins, and fresh acidity on
the finish.

Montresor
Veneto, Italy

One of Verona’s historic houses, founded by Giacomo
Montresor in 1892, with a reputation built on high quality,
affordable Valpolicella and Amarone. In recent years the range
has grown steadily with vineyards being developed in Friuli
and northern Veneto, around Conegliano.
These wines are part of Montresor’s newly launched organic
range, named ‘Montresor Bio’. The range is bottled in a
lighter weight glass bottle (less than 420g) to reduce carbon
dioxide emissions during transport, with the added benefit of
reducing the amount of glass to be manufactured.
Solar panels are also being installed at the winery to provide
some of the electricity required in the production process; plus a
water purification system to recover and recycle the water used
at the winery.

Vegetarian & Vegan

£7.29

* usually £7.99

New

2020 Montresor Custoza Bio [Organic] 12%
This is a fresh and elegant white from a wine region that’s growing
in popularity. Delicate aromas of orchard fruit and spring flowers.
The savoury palate has ripe golden apple, apricot and tangy citrus
characters, alongside a bright, saline acidity.

£7.29

* usually £7.99

New

2020 Montresor Corvina Bio [Organic] 12.5%
This Corvina is bright and berry-fruited. Vibrant aromas of red
berry fruits, with floral notes and hints of tangerine zest. The palate
has fresh redcurrant and cherry characters, bright acidity and light,
supple tannins.

£7.29

* usually £7.99

2018 Uggiano Chianti Riserva ‘La Scoperta’ 13%
TOSCANA, ITALY
A bright and characterful, fruit-forward, Chianti Riserva from the
Uggiano estate south of Florence. Six months ageing in large oak
casks gives a nicely mature wine with impressive depth of flavour
for this price level. Vibrant black fruit aromas with a touch of spice.
On the palate layers of ripe plum, blackcurrant and juicy black
cherry balance spicy, developed flavours.
Vegetarian & Vegan
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£12.59

* usually £14.59

Standouts from
a recent tasting
2018 Barbera D’Alba Costa Bruna 14.5%
PIEMONTE, ITALY
From a 90 year old vineyard on Colla’s Tenuta Roncaglia estate in
Barbaresco, this is a wine that lingers long on the palate and offers
more with each sip. Aromas of black cherries, chocolate, liquorice and
a hint of background meatiness. Authentic and classy Barbera with a
finely textured palate and a quiet lingering finish. Bursting with pure
wild berry fruit, offset by bracing acidity.
Vegetarian, Vegan & Sustainable

Philip and Kate’s favourite picks, and interesting new bits from a recent tasting...

£7.99

£10.59

* usually £9.59

2020 Valle Vento Gavi del
Comune di Tassarolo
[Organic] 12.5%
PIEMONTE, ITALY
A zesty and appealing organic Gavi from the
Tassarolo zone, close to La Battistina and
regarded as one of the best vineyard areas in
the Gavi region. Gently aromatic with zesty
citrus, stone fruit and white flower characters. Lime,
honeysuckle and mineral notes come to the fore on
the expressive, vibrant palate. Ripe and
textural with taut acidity leading to a clean, zingy
finish.
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£6.59

Vegetarian, Vegan, Organic & Sustainable

Kates
standout

2021 Coterie by Wildeberg
Chenin Blanc/Grenache Blanc 13.5%
COASTAL REGION, SOUTH AFRICA

New

A winning combination of 65% Chenin from a 60 year old
Franschhoek vineyard and 35% Grenache Blanc from Paarl, both
naturally fermented and aged 6 months in 2nd and 3rd fill 600 litre
barrels. A ripe, succulent and textural style. There’s a ripe, open nose
with white peach and lightly tropical fruits and hints of jasmine
flowers. The palate shows texture and generosity from the old bush
vine Chenin, veiled with white spice and exotic notes from the
younger, alluring Grenache Blanc, the whole ultimately finishing rich,
yet fresh and textural.
Food recommendations: The exotic jasmine notes in the wine would
ably marry with gentle Malay and Thai green fish curries, dishes with
lemongrass and coriander, or just simply braai-ed linefish.
Vegetarian & Vegan

£10.99
2020 Château Maucoil Côtes du Rhône

* usually £7.59

Villages Blanc [Organic] 13%
RHÔNE, FRANCE

2020 Terrazze della Luna Pinot Grigio Rosato 12.5%
TRENTINO, ITALY
The traditional ‘ramato’ style of rosé produced exclusively from
Pinot Grigio. This is an elegant and dry rosé. A pretty, delicate,
copper-coloured rosato. An attractive, lifted nose with fresh lightly
floral aromas, and hints of white peach. Gently rounded palate
with ripe orchard fruit and a delicate hint of redcurrants. Incisive,
zesty citrus fruit on the finish with lively acidity.

A charming white from the southern Rhône. “Delicious white
peach, lemon curd, star fruit and honeysuckle notes glide through
atop racy acidity, ending with lingering freshness. A kiss of brioche
at the end adds a flattering hint...”
- Wine Spectator 90 pts.
Food recommendations: Poultry or fish.
Vegetarian & Vegan

Philips
standout
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£16.99

2019 Marchesi di Grésy Langhe Sauvignon Blanc 13.5%
A complex, textured style of Sauvignon Blanc with great depth and purity. One of the finest examples of the grape in Italy. Distinctly European
in style - very drinkable now, but this will improve in bottle for 5 years
or more.
Intense, ripe and vibrant aromas of citrus and stone fruit - with fine
floral characters and notes of freshly-mown hay. Textural, harmonious
palate with ripe fruit effortlessly balanced by crisp acidity and complex
savoury characters. A generous style of Sauvignon with excellent depth
and length of flavour.
Food recommendations: Ideal as an aperitif. Also, the perfect companion to
hors d’oeuvre, seafood and fresh, spring salads.
Vegetarian & Vegan

£26.99

2018 Marchesi di Grésy Langhe Chardonnay 13.5%
Piemonte produces some of the finest, most Burgundian, examples of
Chardonay in Italy. This is one of the best - a complex barrel-aged style,
and one of Italy’s finest examples of the grape.
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MARCHESI DI GRESY

Ripe, honeyed style with perfectly integrated fruit and oak, and notes of
hazelnut. A generous silky mouth feel is nuanced and savoury with fine
citrus and stone fruit characters and taut acidity. Layered and complex
with subtle use of oak giving an elegant style with notable minerality.
Perfectly balanced, with considerable length.

Piemonte, Italy
Marchesi di Grésy has long been recognised as one of Piemonte's top
producers.With four separate estates across Langhe and
Monferrato - home of Piemonte's greatest wines -Marchesi di Grésy
has 45 hectares of vineyards, with 11 ha dedicated to the production
of Nebbiolo for its flagship Barbarescos, Martinenga Camp Gros and
Martinenga Gaiun.

Food recommendations: Ideal as an aperitif. Also, the perfect companion to
hors d’oeuvre, seafood and fresh, spring salads.
Vegetarian & Vegan

£15.99

* usually £16.59

2016 Marchesi di Grésy Monferrato Rosso 13.5%

The Martinenga vineyard is considered by many to be the best
single vineyard in Barbaresco. This breathtaking natural
amphitheatre surrounding the winery has been exclusively owned by
the di Grésy family since 1797. It is here that grapes from each of the
estates are taken to be vinified. Alberto di Grésy owns and manages
the estate.

A fine, mature red from the iconic Marchesi di Grésy estate. Produced
from Merlot grown on their Monte Colombo vineyard in the Monferrato
hills - combines rich vibrant fruit with toasty oak.

In 1973 he began production of wines under the di Grésy name vinifying their own estate grapes rather than selling to other local
producers as in the past. His philosophy is simple but effective; to
produce wines using the best available technology that respect
tradition and promote the character and personality of the terrain
and grape variety.

Food recommendations: Excellent with a simply cooked steak, casseroles,
game, rabbit and lamb.

Aromatic and spicy on the nose with forest fruits, ripe plum and damson.
The complex palate has notes of dark plum and sour cherry, together with
ripe tannins, and toasty, cedar, vanilla and balsamic characters - leading to
a fine, long and structured finish.

Vegetarian & Vegan
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£19.99

2016 Marchesi di Grésy Villa Martis Langhe Rosso 13.5%
A classy Nebbiolo-Barbera blend from the outstanding Marchesi di Gresy estate. Villa Martis was the
name of the first Roman settlement in the area, at Martinenga.
Upfront and perfumed with notes of ripe bramble, wild plum and tobacco. On the palate layers of juicy
red berry fruit characters mingle with floral notes, cedar and spice. Firm tannins are balanced by tangy
cherry acidity to give a long and complex finish.
Food recommendations: Serve with meat stews, roast lamb dishes or hard cheese.
Vegetarian & Vegan

£20.99

2019 Marchesi di Grésy Nebbiolo Martinenga 13.5%
A benchmark example of young unoaked Nebbiolo from the famous Martinenga vineyard. Purity and
freshness, true Nebbiolo character in an approachable style.
Vibrant aromas of strawberry, redcurrants and rose petals combine with warm spicy notes. Crushed
wild berry fruit on the palate with fresh acidity, smoky notes and fine tannins all combine to create this
classic youthful style of Nebbiolo.
Food recommendations: Ideal with roast lamb and robust meat stews.
Vegetarian & Vegan

We even got to try
the Camp GrosRiserva Barbaresco
which was absolutely
incredible
£75.99

2014 Marchesi di Grésy Barbaresco Gaiun 14%
A big wine with the potential to age for many years - a classic Barbaresco
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£25.99

2013 Marchesi di Grésy Monte Colombo Barbera d’Asti 14%
A super-concentrated powerful and complex Barbera from the respected Marchesi di Grésy estate sourced from a fantastic south-facing vineyard in the heart of the Barbera d’Asti zone.

Intense nose of dried cranberries, notes of tobacco and white chocolate.
Incredible concentration of dried red fruit on the palate. Full and ripe with
structured, yet rounded, tannins - and a long finish with hints of tobacco spice.
Food recommendations: Rich red meats, beef or roast lamb.
Vegetarian & Vegan

Deep ruby in colour with intense, super-ripe aromas of red berry and cherry fruit, hints of blackberry
conserve and liquorice, enveloped in sweet toasty vanilla oak. The palate is generous and rich, showing
concentrated but soft black fruits and smoky spicy, chocolatey notes. The richness of fruit and spicy oak
is carefully balanced by the high acidity of the Barbera grape.
Food recommendations: Robust enough to cope with strongly flavoured red meats or try with pasta with
a tomato or meat sauce.
Vegetarian & Vegan

£49.99

2017 Marchesi di Grésy Barbaresco Martinenga 14.5%
A renowned Barbaresco from the 12ha Martinenga vineyard - a monopole owned by Marchesi di Grésy
since 1797, and one of the zone’s most prized vineyard sites.
Fine, gently floral nose with wild cherry and redcurrant fruit. Spicy and lifted with notes of dried herbs.
More sour cherry fruit on the palate, which combines richness and structure with complex layers of
balsamic, toasty notes, and dried fruits. Fresh acidity gives balance, and the finish is savoury and textured
with integrated oak.
Food recommendations: Ideal with richly seasoned meats (red or white) or mature cheeses.
Vegetarian & Vegan

* usually £99.99

£92.99

2013 Marchesi di Grésy Barbaresco Riserva Camp Gros 14.5%
This is an iconic cru from di Grésy - Camp Gros has been produced since 1978
and only in the best vintages.
Aromas of savoury, sweet tobacco, dried cherry fruit and rose petal. An
immensely full and complex wine with layers of ripe plum and wild cherry fruit
on the palate. Well-structured with a firm tannic backbone - the richness of the
fruit makes this approachable now, but this is a wine built for long-term ageing.
The long and full finish has more tobacco and spice notes, all balanced by fresh
acidity.

Food recommendations: With the best red meat you can afford, cooked in the
least time possible...
Vegetarian & Vegan
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£13.29

2020 Sa Raja Vermentino di Gallura
SARDEGNA, ITALY

New

13.5%

Classic Sardinian Vermentino from the estate’s higher altitude, older
and lower-yielding vineyards, which gives the wine breadth and
complexity. Vibrant lemon aromas with a lightly herbal, savoury
edge. The palate is focused and textural with mineral notes and a nice
concentration of green plum and apricot fruit.
Food recommendations: Pairs well with sea bass and tuna, pork, and
vinaigrette-dressed salads.

£10.59

* usually £11.99
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Sa Raja is a new project whose heart is a 49 hectare
estate in the Gallura region of northern Sardinia where
founder Mark Hartmann and renowned agronomist
Federico Curtaz have, after just 3 vintages, established
it as one of Sardinia’s most exciting small producers. The
property is dedicated to cultivation of high quality
Vermentino in the Gallura uplands, the classic zone for
the variety. These vineyards, at up to 500m altitude and
on poor, sandy, rocky soil, are naturally low yielding
and ideally suited to the production of high quality
Vermentino with depth and minerality. In addition to
the Sa Raja property itself, the company cultivates
Cannonau vineyards in the Romangia and Ogliastra
regions and Carignano from a single vineyard in the
Sulcis area in the south, creating an impressive and
consistently excellent portfolio of Sardinia’s 3 most
important varieties.

2020 Sa Raja Vermentino di Sardegna
SARDEGNA, ITALY

13%

New

Bright citrus aromas with delicate floral hints and light leesy
characters. The palate has fresh acidity, lemon notes and a touch
of stone fruit. Mineral and fine with a taut saline finish.
Food recommendations: Serve with seafood, and simple spaghetti
dressed with olive oil, garlic and lemon zest.

£14.29

2019 Sa Raja Carignano del Sulcis 13%
SARDEGNA, ITALY

New

A brooding and rich style of Carignano from the Sulcis zone in the
south of Sardinia. Aromas of plum and black cherry with a savoury
edge. The palate is complex with rich black fruits, ripe tannins, juicy
balancing acidity and notes of liquorice and bitter chocolate.
Food recommendations: This wine is a good match for spicy tomato
pasta sauces, meaty sausages and salami.

£11.99

2020 Sa Raja Cannonau di Sardegna 13%
SARDEGNA, ITALY

New

Cannonau (Grenache) from a single vineyard in Romangia in
northwest Sardinia, an area renowned for high quality Cannonau.
Perfumed berry and bramble aromas, and a palate combining fleshy
red fruit, fine tannins, bright acidity and a delicate savoury character.
Food recommendations: Perfect with pasta in a lamb ragù.
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New in

PORTUGAL

2015 Aliança Bairrada Baga
BAIRRADA, PORTUGAL

13.5%

£8.59

New

Alianças’s flagship wine produced from the distinctive Baga grape. Rich smoky
black fruit aromas, with star anise, clove and a touch of spicy oak, lead on
to a complex palate. Ripe bramble fruit and plum flavours are backed by
well-structured tannins and a touch of dark chocolate - all lifted by
balancing acidity.
Food recommendations: A great match for the local speciality - suckling pig; but
works well with many Chinese dishes too such as pork belly, ribs and duck.
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Here at D. Byrne & Co. we’ve always
championed Portuguese wines for their
fantastic value for money, and with more
indigenous grape varieties than any other
country in the world, Portugal offers unrivalled
choice, and whilst more and more people are
discovering the fantastic value that Portugal
offers, it still feels like a bit of a hidden gem.

2016 Quinta da Garrida Dão Reserva 14%
DAO, PORTUGAL

Whether you’re usually a fan of Malbec,
Chardonnay or Barbera, chances are that there’s a
fantastic alternative waiting for you to discover
hiding amongst the shelves of our Portuguese
section. Here are a few new bits that we’ve just
got in...

Food recommendations: Excellent warming winter wine with robust stews
and roast meat.

£9.59

2019 Barão da Várzea do Douro, Colheita
Douro Tinto 13.5%
DOURO, PORTUGAL

An approachable, warm and juicy red from Portugal’s Douro region. Bright
aromas of wild blackberry and spice. The palate has ripe bramble fruit,
supple tannins and juicy acidity.

£9.59

New

A single estate Dao, combining classic Portuguese character with polished, modern
winemaking. Lifted aromas of wild black fruit, off-set with some spicy, smoky notes.
The palate has black cherry, mocha and some grip - well-balanced by fruit acidity
- to give an elegant yet structured wine with a fresh herbal, black fruit finish. Some
savoury development on the palate adds complexity.

New

2020 Barão da Várzea do Douro,
Colheita Douro Branco 12.5%
DOURO, PORTUGAL

£8.99

Food recommendations: Perfect with hearty bean and lentil casseroles, with
or without sausages.

New

This fresh, dry white is a blend of varieties indigenous to Portugal’s
Douro valley including Arinto (known to retain freshness even in
hot conditions) and Gouveio (known as Godello in northern Spain).
Citrus aromas with delicate floral notes and hints of white peach. A
crisp white with apple and lemon peel characters, juicy acidity, and a
refreshing finish.
Food recommendations: Enjoy with salads, fish and pork dishes.

New

£11.99

2019 Barão da Várzea do Douro, Reserva Tinto 14%
DOURO, PORTUGAL

A classic red Douro blend - ripe and characterful. Complex aromas of red
berry, bramble fruit and a touch of spice. The palate has blackberry and
plum notes balanced by some savoury characters, bright acidity, a hint of
pepper and ripe tannins.

Food recommendations: Roast lamb and pork - perhaps a classic
Portuguese bean and rice dish.
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Mañsoso
Rioja, Spain
Family producer, Ruiz de Vinaspre, make all their wines from their own vineyards
in Rioja Alavesa. Mañoso, meaning skilfully handmade, offers great quality classic
Rioja style with a modern twist, and fantastic value for money.
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£6.99

Mañoso Joven Blanco

£6.99

Mañoso Joven Tinto

Crisp, slightly creamy and expressive, packed with delicious stone fruit
flavours. An incredibly versatile food wine.

Soft, fruity and medium-bodied. Young by name and vibrant by nature.

£8.59

£11.59

£14.99

Mañoso Crianza
All about the balance of cherry, redcurrant and brambles with the toasty
richness of oak. Textbook Rioja, skilfully handmade by family winemakers.

Mañoso Reserva
Classy Rioja Reserva. Forrest fruits married with cocoa, vanilla and hints of
black pepper spice.

Mañoso Gran Reserva
The ultimate expression of Rioja. Soft, elegant dried fruit and aged to
perfection in toasty oak.
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£8.99

2019 La Báscula ‘The Charge’ Tempranillo
Garnacha

* usually £9.99

£6.59

RIOJA, SPAIN

* usually £7.39

13.5%

A robust, modern style Rioja from the La Bascula winemaking team of Bruce Jack
and Ed Adams MW. Ripe berries and warm spice with a generous, broad palate,
supple tannins and toasty oak. The Charge evokes the journeys of medieval knights
and pilgrims across Rioja on the Camino de Santiago.

Food recommendations: Great with barbecued meats, steaks and stews.
Vegetarian & Vegan

Borsao Selección Blanco 2020
CAMPO DE BORJA, SPAIN

£6.59

13.5%

* usually £7.39

A satisfying white from Campo de Borja, which really over delivers for the price. Stone
fruit and limey citrus aromas with tropical characters Lightly creamy mouth-feel from
the well integrated oak and a bright, clean finish.

Food recommendations: Food match: Perfect with creamy chicken and tarragon or
grilled fish.

£11.59

Borsao Selección
Rosado 2020

Sustainable

CAMPO DE BORJA, SPAIN

* usually £13.29

14%

Grapes for Borsao’s Selección range are sourced
from the higher vineyard slopes of the Moncayo
mountains, where soils have more sand and the grapes
have greater complexity. A delightfully pale Garnacha
rosé with intense aromas of bright red fruits, raspberries
and strawberries. The palate has ripe red berry and cherry fruit
characters, balancing acidity, and an appealing red fruit finish.
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Ontañón Rioja Reserva 2010

Food recommendations: Salads, cured meats, salmon.

RIOJA, SPAIN

Sustainable

£13.59

* usually £15.99

£6.59

13.5%

Ontañón Rioja Reserva has aromas of bramble fruit with spice and lightly
floral notes. On the palate plum and blackberry fruit flavours combine with
ample acidity, minerality and earthy notes. It has a fine structure,
and supple tannins give elegance and length.

Food recommendations: Drink this Reserva with lamb,
roast pork or mushroom risotto.

* usually £7.39

Borsao Selección Tinto 2020
CAMPO DE BORJA, SPAIN

15%

“Possibly the single greatest dry red wine value in the world, this is an
unbelievable wine … any wine retailer worth his weight should be stockpiling
this wine next to the cash register ...I don’t understand how anyone can make
wines this good to sell at this price… 90 points.” Robert Parker, the Wine
Advocate #203.
Rich, plum and red berry fruit with a touch of spice on the nose. Balanced yet
concentrated red fruit mingles with darker spice and chocolate characters to give
weight and layers to the palate. Plump ripe tannins add grip to this classic style
of Garnacha.
Food recommendations: A perfect accompaniment to chicken dishes, paella or
chorizo.
Vegetarian & Sustainable

Granbazán Etiqueta
Ambar Albariño 2020
RIAS BAIXAS, SPAIN

13.5%

Top quality, single estate Albariño. Fresh almost
tropical aromas then stone fruit and citrus on the
palate with a creamy texture, mineral notes, vibrant
acidity and classic saline characters. Quite ripe and
complex in style but with fresh balancing acidity and a
classic saline character.

Food recommendation: Grilled fish and seafood, a near
perfect match.
Vegetarian

£12.99

LA JURISDICCION GODELLO 14%
BIERZO, SPAIN
Wine produced with 100% Godello grapes from the family lands, mainly
from the town Villalibre de la Jurisdiccion, from where it takes its name.
A tribute to summer and the green, lush colours of the vines in peak
condition.
Notes of exotic and citrus fruits are given added texture from lees
aging, this is a bright and characterful Godello.
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FOL
Bierzo, Spain

£16.59

LA FONTInA DE NAI

13%

BIERZO, SPAIN
This centenary plot is located near to an antique fountain. Its water
was used to provide water to the cattle. “A Fonti a de Nai” comes from
a mix of the original Galician which after years became in the name
our grandparents used to denominate the plot, “La Fonti a de Nai” in
the tribute of the situation of El Bierzo in the border between the two
languages our people speak.
This is a powerful yet structured red with intense notes of forest fruits
followed by aromatic vanilla. The finish is long and mature with dry
tannins.

Vinos Lof was born out of a desire to turn the old family
vineyards into something special. Throughout five
generations the family had acquired various plots
throughout Bierzo that were traditionally sold as bulk
to cooperatives, but in 2013 Hector and Victor (5th
generation) transformed the winery into taking a more
‘burgundian’ approach. In his words ‘we simply use our
grapes, most of them from very old vineyards that have
belonged to my family for decades and elaborate these in a
special and singular way that represents the terrior with
very low intervention in the winery.’
They transformed the old winery building and have
renovated the derelict inside and fitted stainless steel
tanks and used French oak casks.
The labels represent the different seasons and are a nod

the impact that nature has on the wines and the
intense colours that change with the seasons in Bierzo.
The shapes on the labels of the Vi Lof and La
Jurisiccion echo the slopes and hills found in the
vineyards, whereas the ‘moon’ on the La Fontina is a
nod to the biodynamics that take place on this plot.
The name is printed backwards to show ‘it’s what’s
inside that counts.’
The wines are all made in an organic, environmentally
conscious way. Production is regulated and ecologically
sustainable. However they are not organically certified.
As a small family winery in a marginal climate from
time to time they need to make some treatments in the
vineyard and this prevents them from gaining that
organic stamp.
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£19.99

Winemaker Carlos San Pedro is the fifth generation of a family of growers. In 1998, at
the age of 25, he decided to set up his own Bodegas using one of the family
vineyards planted by his father. La Viña Grande (also known as Finca Valdepoleo) has
15 hectares in Laguardia, in the heart of Rioja, in 2001 his first vintage was produced.
Since then ‘Bodegas Punjaza’ has gone from strength to strength, with over 40 hectares
of vines, all still based within the boundries of Laguardia. Often described as a more
‘modern’ style of Rioja this range of wines are well worth a try, it’s also worth noting
that in Spain, Pujanza can be found on the wine lists of the majority of Michelin Star
Restaurants.

Estones Únic Dry Pedro Ximénez 14%

D.O. TERRA ALTA, SPAIN
As ‘unique’ as it’s name suggests, this is the first ever dry
white wine to be made using 100% Pedro Ximénez grapes
(which are classically dried and used to produce sweet dark
wines better known as ‘PX sherry’.) Yellow and golden in
colour, the nose has aromas of peach, apricot and grape,
with a background of brioche, honey and balsamic. The
palate is glyceric, wide, smooth and velvety, yet remains
fresh with good acidity. The fruit aromas mix with the
creaminess, leading to an after-taste which is slightly salty
and refreshing. This is an incredibly complex wine, and
well worth giving a try if you’re after something that little
bit different. Would work fantastically alongside fish based
tapas or paella.

New

2018 Pujanza ‘Hado’ Tempranillo 13.5%

RIOJA, SPAIN
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£13.99

Pujanza Hado is a direct, up-front wine. A Tempranillo which is representative of
Laguardia, with its freshness and typicity. On the nose, it is young and full of life, with
the characteristic red-berry fruit aromas of the local Tempranillo to the fore, with floral
and very subtle light toasted notes coming through. On the palate Hado has a powerful,
expressive attack and good acidity to keep it fresh and easy to drink, with lovely polished
tannins.
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New

£9.59
2018 Pujanza ‘Valdepoleo’ Rioja 13%

RIOJA, SPAIN

2019 Bobal Icon 14%
D.O. MANCHUELA, SPAIN

£19.59

Finca Valdepoleo is one of the most emblematic vineyards of Bodegas y Viñedos Pujanza.
Intense, warm aromas of red-berry fruit with subtle notes of black fruit and hints of
scented blossom. The palate is delicate with a very round attack. It is a harmonious,
complex wine with body and backbone, polished tannins and no sharp edges. Very
well-balanced.

New

2018 Pujanza ‘La Paul’ Rioja 14%

RIOJA, SPAIN

New

£30.59

‘La Paul’ is the latest addition to Pujanza familiy. The nose is full of ripe fruit aromas,
mineral hints and well integrated wood. In the mouth, it’s lush, wide and round with a
good freshness and balance. This is a fruity and expressive wine with a long finish.

The roots of the Vega Tolosa vineyards run back five
generations but the winery in its most recent form
started in 1998. Their aim is to express the quality
from their very old vines in an organic and sustainable
way. All the Bobal vines are at least 80 years old and
are all organic and vegan. Intense ruby in colour,
with intense undertones. On the nose are notes of red
fruit, lowland aromas such as autochthonous aromatic
herbs (rosemary and thyme) with spicy nuances
reminiscent of black pepper and truffle. This is subtle
and delicious with a moderate but fresh acidity on the
finish.

take a walk on
the wild side...
Slightly wild but with enough balance and restraint to
retain classic Grüner characters, this is a natural wine in
every sense of the word.
2019 Sepp Moser Fundamental Grüner Veltliner 13%
NIEDERÖSTERREICH, AUSTRIA
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Sepp Moser
The Sepp Moser Estate was founded by the famous Austrian wine producing pioneer, Lenz Moser. Lenz
Moser's son, Sepp Moser, began operating under his own name in 1987, and handed over the direction of this
family-owned estate to his own son Nikolaus in the year 2000.The Sepp Moser Estate comprises of 50 acres
of vineyards in two prominent wine regions; Kremstal (22 ha) and Neusiedlersee (28 ha). In the Kremstal,
Nikolaus produces an international range of varieties as well as the ever more important local varieties of
Gruner Veltliner and Riesling. All Sepp Moser wines have been organic (and all estate wines biodynamic)
since 2007.

£11.59

* usually £12.99

2020 Sepp Moser Grüner Veltliner von den Terrassen 12.5%
KREMSTAL, AUSTRIA
Top quality, biodynamic, Gruner Veltliner from the Terrassen single vineyard. Citrus and herbal
aromas - with typical spicy Veltliner notes and hints of green pepper and cucumber. The palate has
mineral and flinty characters, oriental spice, and fresh citrus acidity on the finish.

Food recommendations: Drink with cold starters and fish dishes.
Vegetarian, Vegan, Organic, Sustainable & Biodynamic

Grown on various sites, grapes are hand harvested at the end of September
and immediately destemmed, crushed and pressed. Spontaneous
fermentation in stainless steel tanks. Malolactic fermentation takes place
with elevation on fine lees. The wine is bottled at the end of June without
any filtration or addition of sulphur.
Due to this being a natural wine, it is unfiltered, therefore please be
aware that it’ll be hazy when poured, and benefits from a good
bottle shake pre pouring!
There are complex aromas of baked fruits and white spice on the
nose with subtle savoury characteristics. Stone fruit flavours on the
palate with hints of pepper and flint in the mouth. Citrus acidity
gives depth and length to the textured, mineral palate.

Food recommendations: Smoked salmon or trout with
asparagus or light pasta dishes.
Vegetarian, Vegan, Organic, Sustainable & Biodynamic

New

£16.99
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Stift Klosterneuburg
Klosterneuburg, Austria

The thirsty monks of Stift Klosterneuburg have been stomping grapes for
quite some time, and the results are very drinkable indeed. The
Klosterneuburg Abbey winery is the oldest wine-growing estate in
Austria, and these are two classics from one of the most fascinating cellars
in all of Austria. One white. One red. Two wines of true greatness.
Grüner Veltliner has spicy and green-appley notes, while Braufränkish is
blackberryish and plummy.

£12.99

New

Stift Klosterneuburg Gruner Veltliner
WAGRAM, AUSTRIA

£12.99

New

Stift Klosterneuburg Blaufränkisch
THERMENREGION, AUSTRIA

13%

A classic red grape variety, indigenous to Austria, Blaufränkisch is a
rare visitor to these shores.
Stift Klosterneuburg is a particularly attractive and juicy style.

12%

Gruner Veltliner is Austria’s most well known white wine grape
variety. Stift Klosterneuburg is a particularly fruity, fresh and spicy
style, full of character.
Pale straw in colour with flashes of lime and gold, this wine delights
with aromas of citrus, green apples and pepper. A medium weight
wine, with fresh fruit flavours combining beautifully with hints of
spice on the palate and lasting forever.

A deep ruby-red colour and with fine blackberry and lifted plum
fragrances, this wine surprises with a ripe and juicy palate and fresh
lifted flavours which last forever.

Say thank you
with a gift voucher
Choosing the perfect bottle for someone can be a bit intimidating, even if you know their taste very well.
Gift Vouchers are a perfect opportunity to give them exactly what they want - as well as the chance to
explore our labyrinthine cellars; which we think is a treat in its own right!
Our Vouchers can be made out to any sum you choose, put towards anything we sell, don’t expire, and
can be spent incrementally. They can be delivered by post or emailed - whichever is easiest for you!
To order, just give us a ring on 01200 422281

Georgian wines
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We are receiving heartfelt pleas from the
country of Georgia.
Their wine trade traditionally relies on trade
with Ukraine and Russia and this war could
potentially bankrupt them.
Some of their producers go back through
families to the 1800s, we simply cannot let
them go out of business.
We cannot think of a better reason to help
Georgia than by trying their wines.
We have quite a few different options
available including some new bits and hope to
expand on the range soon.

£11.59
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£11.59

£13.99

* usually £15.99

£10.29

* usually £11.59

£17.59

£17.59

2020 Teliani Valley Winery
97 Khikhvi 13%

2020 Teliani Valley Winery
97 Saperavi 13%

2019 Teliani Valley Winery 97
Unfiltered Saperavi 13%

2020 Teliani Valley Winery 97
Kakhuri No8 [Amber Wine] 12.5%

2019 Teliani Valley Glekhuri Kisi
Qvevri [Amber Wine] 13%

T2019 Teliani Valley Glekhuri
Kisiskhevi Saperavi Qvevri 13.5%

KAKHETI, GEORGIA

KAKHETI, GEORGIA

KAKHETI, GEORGIA

KAKHETI, GEORGIA

AKHMETA, GEORGIA

KISISKHEVI, GEORGIA

Made from the native Georgian
variety Khikhvi of which there was
only one single hectare recorded in the
country in 2004. The number of vines
has since grown, but it is still
considered a rarity and somewhat
of an ‘unsung hero’ in Georgia. Pale
straw in colour with aromas of
melon, peach and citrus. Similar
flavours follow on the palate which is
ripe and textural and very proper.

Vibrant crunchy and juicy, this might
be everyone’s new favourite wine!
Saperavi is often compared to Malbec,
Cabernet Franc and even Gamay
depending on how it is made. In this
case we are firmly in Malbec territory,
there’s a strikingly deep purple colour,
bright and juicy with fresh crunchy
dark berry flavours and perfectly
balanced acidity.

This oak aged unfiltered version is
from specially selected grapes from
the vineyards of Tsinandali, the
result has more tannin and texture
than the entry version, backed up
with rich, pure blackberry and plum
aromas, as well as smoky chocolate
notes. Densely coloured and packed
with flavour!

If orange is the new black, amber is
the old orange. From Teliani’s more
experimental ‘Winery 97’ project, this
amber wine is a blend of four varieties
that you can’t pronounce, luckily the
rich dried fruit and nutty flavours and
long dry refreshing finish are much
easier to get your mouth around! Don’t
chill it, you’ll just bring the tannins
forward at the expense of the lovely
flavours. Serve cool, not cold!

Kisi is a native Georgian grape with
sweet spice notes and great acidity,
perfect for maintaining freshness.
Fermentation in Qvevri adds great
complexity and texture. Don’t chill it,
you’ll just bring the tannins forward
at the expense of the lovely flavours.
Serve cool, not cold!

Kisiskhevi is a superb terroir within
the wider Kakheti region, particularly
for Saperavi. The best grapes are
selected for fermentation in Qvevri,
resulting in a deep coloured and
structured wine that is still remarkably
approachable due to its vibrant
primary fruit and roasted nut aromas.
This is a beautifilly structured and
complex Qvevri Saperavi.
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£9.99

58

New

£9.99

New

£7.99

New

£9.99

New

£8.59

New

Vachnadziani Winery,
Krakhuna 12.5%

Vachnadziani Winery,
Mtsvane 13%

Vachnadziani Winery,
Rkatsiteli 12.5%

Vachnadziani Winery,
Saperavi ‘Classical’ 14%

Vachnadziani Winery,
Saperavi 13%

IMERETI, GEORGIA

KAKHETI, GEORGIA

KAKHETI, GEORGIA

KAKHETI, GEORGIA

KAKHETI, GEORGIA

Georgia is considered to be the ‘cradle
of wine’, as 8,000 year old
indigenous Rkatsiteli grape seeds
have been found in clay vessels.
Vachnadziani was established in 1953
and is one of the oldest wineries in
Georgia. Delicate scents of lemon and
banana lead to a clear and fresh
palate with crisp flavours and a
uplifting finish.

A refreshing white wine with a
delicate bouquet of apple and
citrus leading to perfumed notes of
peach and ripe pear, with a mineral
and herbal note on the finish.

Pale straw in colour, with lively
aromas of yellow and exotic
tropical fruits this is a refreshing and
easy drinking wine with a lovely
aromatic finish.

Inviting aromas of wild berry, spice
and toasty notes prelude a beautifully
balanced palate with smoky ripe
flavours of plum and earthy
undertones. Pure and elegant on the
finish.

A deeply coloured warm and spicy
red, offering vibrant aromas of wild
berries and red plum. On the palate
this is smooth, with soft tannins,
characteristic balancing acidity and an
attractive hint of spice on the finish.
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£10.29

* usually £10.59

Songlines

14.5%

BAROSSA VALLEY, SOUTH AUSTRALIA
An juicy nose of cranberries, pomegranate with hints of star
anise and black pepper. The palate is a bright wash of berries
and crushed graphite. An expressive, primary and bright Barossa
Grenache. This is a single vineyard Grenache. The grapes come
from the Gomersal sub-region of the Barossa. Partly wild yeast
fermented with around 30% whole bunches. Aged only in stainless steel to preserve a crunchy freshness.
Food recommendations: The perfect match for herb infused grilled
meat and ratatouille or pasta dishes.

* usually £12.99
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Smalltown
Vineyards

£11.59

Clovella

14.5%

BAROSSA VALLEY, SOUTH AUSTRALIA
It starts with cassis, a nose full of promise. Clove and black pepper
spice. The palate is dark and sultry with a dried fruit appeal. It
finishes with a gentle lick of oak from the time the wine spends
in oak. The design inspiration is all about the meeting of mouths,
that energy before lips meet, whether meeting a glass of wine or
each other. Two varieties blending into one, Grenache & Mataro.
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Food recommendations: Braises and stews: long slow cooked roasts
of pork or lamb.

Smalltown Vineyards is based on 42 hectares of prime
sandy loam in the Barossa Valley’s premium Ebenezer
District, specifically the highly sought-after Kalimna
blocks producing world class reds.
Working with other vineyard sites in the Barossa and
Eden Valleys to express this uniquely magical corner of
the world. Winemakers Rolf Binder and Christa Deans
craft superb expressions of the region in their small,
hands-on winery in Tanunda. They use minimal
intervention, basket press where relevant and natural
ferments in open top fermenters to best capture the
Barossa’s magical flavours.

£11.59

* usually £12.99

The Good
Luck Club

14.5%

BAROSSA VALLEY, SOUTH AUSTRALIA
Summer pudding reaches from the glass, there is an abundance
of blackberry and cassis fruit with a naughty creaminess of oak
that marries on the palate for a bold pastiche of old vine Barossa
Cabernet. It’s a big glass of juicy theatre.
Food recommendations: It’s lovely with steak tartare, seared tuna,
roast Mediterranean veg and some crunchy, matured hard cheese.

Jammy Monkey Shiraz

VICTORIA, AUSTRALIA

£6.99

The wine is smooth with wonderful plum and mulberry character with trademark
Shiraz hints of sweet spice. Enjoy with BBQ’d food or as an all
round crowd pleaser.

£13.59

£8.99
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Heilan Coo Shiraz Mataro

VICTORIA, AUSTRALIA

Inspired by the Scottish farmers who settled on Australia’s flat south-eastern plains
brining their distinctive shaggy-haired cattle along with them. A really expressive,
bright, contemporary Aussie red. The nose of soft, open, chocolatey fruit has a clove
note with a palate of fresh brambly, cherry-red fruit that leads to a gentle spicy finish.

New

2020 Manu Sauvignon Blanc 13%
MARLBOROUGH, NEW ZEALAND
There’s no mistaking the intense ripeness and power in the bouquet of this wine.
Aromas and flavours of red apple, grapefruit, mango, sage and thyme.
Dry and compact stone fruits and herbs on the palate, perfectly balanced with
plenty of fresh acidity.

Vegetarian & Vegan

£17.99

New

2018 Manu Pinot Noir 13%
MARLBOROUGH, NEW ZEALAND
Classic Pinot Noir personality. Aromas and flavours of earthy red cherry, plums,
spices and toasted wood abound. A lighter weighted wine with plenty of elegant
fruit and spice on the palate. Nicely balanced with accentuated fine tannins and a
fresh acidity, carrying the flavours long on the finish.

Vegetarian

Akurra Chardonnay

VICTORIA, AUSTRALIA

£6.99

Fresh tangerine peel and apricot aromas with a delicious palate of tropical fruits.
Enjoy straight from the fridge with prawns or chicken dishes.
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* usually £14.99

£12.99

2019 Domaine des Tourelles Vieilles
Vignes Carignan 13.5% BEKAA VALLEY, LEBANON
Domaine des Tourelles have a 50 year old block of Carignan in their
Amik vineyard in the Bekka Valley. The fruit from here provides an
excellent component for the acclaimed Domaine des Tourelles Red,
but winemaker Faouzi believed it could produce great wine in it’s own
right. This first vintage highlights his belief in the project. The nose
has an exotic mix of ripe fig, bright cranberry and raspberry fruit with
notes of liquorice. There’s ripe red fruit characters on the palate, along
side lively fig and date notes.
Food recommendations: Marinated Mediterranean spiced meats.
Vegetarian & Vegan

£12.99

* usually £14.99

2019 Domaine des Tourelles Vieilles
Vignes Cinsault 13.5% BEKAA VALLEY, LEBANON
Taking on other Cinsault’s throughout the world! This extraordinary
old vine wine comes from 50 year old vines in the Bekaa valley and is
wonderfully unique. The nose has an exotic mix of ripe fig, bright red
cherry and plum fruit with star anise spice, it’s lifted and pronounced.
The palate has beautifully ripe red fruit characters alongside fig and
spice notes.
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Food recommendations: Think Mediterranean cuisine - marinated
meats, grilled vegetables. BBQs.
Vegetarian & Vegan

Domaine des Tourelles was founded in 1868 by French adventurer François-Eugène Brun
and is one of the most highly acclaimed and oldest wineries still operating in Lebanon.
It was also the first commercial cellar in 'modern' Lebanon to produce wines, arak and
other spirits. This place has history! The Brun family owned and ran the winery up until
the last descendant died in 2003 but luckily two local families - the Issa and Issa el-Khoury
families - joined forces to buy the property and continue the fine tradition of winemaking.
Today, this Bekaa Valley estate is run by the three Issa children - twins Faouzi and Johanne
and their sister Christiane, alongside Emile Issa-el Khoury, son of one of the co-owners.
This young and dynamic combination have introduced a handful of practices in the vineyards and cellar including the use of indigenous natural yeasts, no fining or filtering, and
only very small amounts of sulphur. These techniques along with fruit from 40 hectares of
ancient, organically cultivated and dry-farmed vineyards (among the oldest in the valley)
and a winery perfect for hands-off winemaking, make Domaine des Tourelles one of the
finest boutique wineries in the Middle East.

£11.99

New

2020 Domaine des Tourelles Merweh
& Obeidi Vieilles Vignes 11%
BEKAA VALLEY, LEBANON
A 50/50 blend of Merweh and Obeidi - indigenous Lebanese varieties
from low yielding old vines. The Merweh vineyards are over 100 years old
and have not been pruned for the last two decades, resulting in extremely
low yields and concentrated flavours.
This blend of Merweh and Obeidi is golden in colour, the nose has
natural aromas of ripened grapes, apple skin and a mix of herbs and
spices. Mineral and savoury on the palate, the wine shows notes of dried
figs and fresh almonds on the finish.
Food recommendations: Try with baba ghanouj or Sea bream with
smoked vegetables.
Vegetarian & Vegan
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£17.99

2017 Testament Babić 13.5%
NORTH DALMATIA, CROATIA
A local Dalmatian red variety, hand selected Babić grapes are harvested
from Testament Winery’s own 47 acre organic vineyard.

Beautifully individual, spicy and peppery in character on the nose,
with lifted soft plummy fruit and fine tannins on the palate,
balanced with a lively acidity – it’s as if Southern France meets
northern Italy!
New
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£14.99

This wine celebrates a collaboration of many
years between well-known Argentinian
chef Francis Mallmann and Kaiken estate.
Known for his distinct style of open fire
cooking, ably captured in the first season of
Netflix’s Chef ’s Table, Mallman's
unstoppable and unique nature is captured
by the name 'Disobedience'. The grapes are
sourced from Kaiken's vineyards in
Altamira in the Uco Valley and Vistalba in
the Luján de Cuyo region. Vistalba's chalk
and sandy soil, at 1,200m altitude, imparts
an elegant and fruit-driven character to the
wine.The alluvial and loam soil of the
Luján de Cuyo forces vines to penetrate deep
into the soil, contributing deep fruit
concentration and tannin.
Intense ruby red in colour with subtle
purple hues, this wine has a complex
character of vibrant red fruit
complemented by notes of graphite and
sweet spices. It’s full-bodied and fruity,
with fine-grained tannins and a
persistent, rich finish with notes of dark
chocolate.
“For me harmony between wine and food
results obvious and boring, though I can
appreciate it and certainly understand it.
Isn’t it more interesting to have a mouth
clash of dissonance of two great tastes
that try to convince you who is better?...”
- Francis Mallman

Vegetarian, Vegan & Organic

£15.99

Merga Victa Pošip 13%
CENTRAL & SOUTHERN DALMATIA, CROATIA
Pošip is a delicate and distinctive white Dalmatian grape variety.
Displaying honeyed and light, floral fruit aromas, Merga Victa fruit was
handpicked before 8 o’clock in the morning during harvest at the end of
August, to capture the variety’s naturally fresh, bright flavours.
Fresh citrus and stonefruits on the palate are complemented by a soft and
textured lees contact Mediterranean herb character, and balanced with a
harmonious and refreshing acidity.
Best served chilled, an exciting alternative aromatic white wine.
Vegetarian & Vegan
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£6.99

* usually £7.99

Adobe Reserva Rosé, Rapel Valley
[Organic] 2021 12%
D.O. VALLE DEL RAPEL, CHILE
Adobe Reserva Gewürztraminer, Rapel Valley
[Organic] 2020 13%
D.O. VALLE DEL RAPEL, CHILE

Chile does Provence minus the £££’s.
Refreshing and delicious predominantly from
Emiliana’s organic vineyards in Colchagua and
Cachoploal valleys. Pale almost Provençale,-pink
in colour with gentle strawberry and red cherry
aromas, with fresh summer fruits on the palate
and a silky yet refreshing finish. Delicate and easy
to drink.

Eminently drinkable Gewürz, a delightful partner with Asian
cuisine. The nose offers floral aromas of jasmine, lychee, and
honey notes. The floral notes reappear on the palate, along
with apricot, and mandarin orange. Medium bodied with
good concentration and a refreshing ripe fruit finish. A Thai
fighting delight!

Food recommendations: Ideal as an aperitif or with
sushi, creamy cheeses, and ethnic foods, among
others.
Vegetarian, Vegan, Organic & Sustainable

£6.99

* usually £7.99
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£6.99

* usually £7.99

Food recommendations: Its sweetness makes this wine ideal
as an aperitif served with mild cheeses, ham, and dried fruit
and nuts. It is also excellent paired with sushi and fresh fruit
desserts.
Vegetarian, Vegan, Organic & Sustainable
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Adobe Reserva Carmenère, Colchagua Valley
[Organic] 2020 13.5%
D.O. VALLE DEL COLCHAGUA, CHILE
Carmenère at its best with bags of fruit, balanced by impressive
structure. Purplish-red colour. Intensely fruity nose, with standout
plum and redcurrant aromas and hints of toast and blackcurrants.
Smooth, ripe, velvety tannins and good density. An enjoyable and
persistent finish. A really foody Carmenère.
Food recommendations: Ideal served with barbecued red meats and
stews, and well-seasoned white and game meats. Also excellent paired
with pastas such as rigatoni and ripe cheeses.
Vegetarian, Vegan, Organic & Sustainable

Wild Fox Distillery is a farm-to-bottle craft gin distillery situated on their dairy farm in Inglewhite,
Lancashire.

£34.99
Wild Fox Distillery ‘Ivy’s Signature’ London Dry Gin 70cl
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The Gin all ‘proper gin’ lovers need in their collection. Wild Fox Distilleries Hero Gin.
Refreshing & zesty, bursting with flavour; Juniper forward followed by lemony tones given from their fresh cut
botanical mix home grown on their farm. For a Gin that speaks for itself, the perfect serve is simple, try it neat,
simply over ice or in a classic G&T.

£34.99
Wild Fox Distillery ‘Blushing Vixen’ Rhubarb and Elderflower Gin 70cl
What they believe to be the first ‘all natural’ rhubarb & elderflower pink gin. It’s distilled with real farm grown
rhubarb and elder flowers that grow freely over the brook running through their farm. The unique blushing
hue is given from a bespoke made colour derived from beetroot made at their distillery. There’s a nostalgic,
stewed flavour with subtle floral after tones, this is a beautifully refreshing gin. Blushing Vixen is unlike any
Rhubarb Gin you have tried before, flavoured tonics are a no go as the bottle is jam packed full of natural
flavour, some bold and some delicate so it is important to allow each one to shine.

£36.99
Wild Fox Distillery ‘Twelve Bore’ Orange Zest and Ginger Gin 70cl
As soon as the cork is extracted you are hit with powerful citrus aromas of fresh orange zest. On the palate an
exceptionally smooth mouth feel, juniper forward with a strong punch of orange, delicate but certainly present
notes of fresh ginger warm at the finish. This is an exquisitely complex Gin distilled at an explosive 45%. It’s
also naturally cloudy due to the sheer amount of orange oil released in distillation. This Gin makes the perfect
G&T and pairs superbly with ginger ale, but for those crisper days out on the peg add a little hot water and a
tsp of honey for the perfect hip flask treat.
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